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Acetyl-hexapeptide 3 (AHP-3) has good efficacy and safety profile as an anti-wrinkle small peptide. However, its
skin permeation is poor due to its hydrophilicity and large molecular weight. 3D printing of personalised
microneedles (MN), that contour to the skin surface, offers an attractive alternative for delivery for AHP-3.
However, commercially available photocurable resin for 3D printing are not suitable for fabrication of drug
loaded delivery systems. In this study, two liquid monomers, namely, polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA)
and vinyl pyrrolidone (VP), were investigated at various proportions, for critical parameters such as mechanical
strength of final polymer, rate of polymerisation, rate of swelling of final polymer, 3D printing resolution and
safety profile of final polymer. The optimal resin, based on the above parameters, was that of ratio 7 VP: 3
PEGDA in weight. Drug loading into the optimal resin demonstrated that AHP-3 remained stable throughout the
fabrication process and there was no effect on the physical properties of final polymer. Using a 3D scanned face
model, a personalised MN patch was designed using computer aided design (CAD) software and subsequently
fabricated using a Digital Light Processing (DLP) 3D printer, with the optimal resin. In vitro characterisation of
fabricated MN patch demonstrated the ability to penetrate human cadaver dermatomed skin and the MN
remained intact after compression. The final polymer also had minimal cytotoxicity to human dermal fibroblast.
Therefore, personalised MN patch fabricated using the photopolymer can potentially be a novel approach to
augment transdermal delivery of AHP-3 for effective wrinkle management.

1. Introduction
Wrinkles, the first sign of ageing, are often presenting as folds or
creases in the skin. One of the most vulnerable area to wrinkle formation
is the periorbital region [1,2]. In scenarios when an individual becomes
too paranoid or troubled by these facial wrinkles, psychosocial impacts
such as reduced occupational functioning and lowered self-esteem may
occur [3]. Therefore, effective treatment for wrinkles is essential to
improve the quality of life of these individuals.
By far, Botox has been one of the most effective and commonly
injected substances to reduce wrinkles in the United States with up to 1.5
million injections in 2017 [4]. However, it has been questioned for its
safety in human, due to its toxicity and therefore, its use has been under
strict control [5]. Acetyl hexapeptide-3 (AHP-3), or Argireline®, is a
topical Botox-mimetic agent that inhibits the release of acetylcholine
and reduces the repeated contractions of intrinsic muscles regulating

facial expression, thereby decreasing hyperkinetic facial lines or
expression wrinkles [6–8]. It is desirable for wrinkle management due to
its low toxicity (≥2000 mgkg− 1) and non-invasiveness, as compared to
the Botox (20 ngkg− 1) which has to be injected directly into the facial
muscle [6]. Furthermore, AHP-3 has been found to be an effective antiwrinkle agent, with ~49% improvement after 4 weeks of twice daily
treatment [6,9,10]. However, its permeation through skin is poor due to
its high molecular weight (889 Da) and low LogP value (− 6.3) [8].
According to Kraeling et al., only 0.01% of AHP-3 permeated through
the stratum corneum and reached the viable epidermis after topical
application [11]. A significant amount of the peptide remained on the
skin surface, leading to wastage and possibly reduced efficacy. Several
research groups have attempted to improve the transdermal delivery of
AHP-3 through formulation approach [11–13] or molecular modifica
tion approach [14], but have only achieved modest improvement.
Microneedles (MN) is a minimally invasive technique used to create
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micro pores within the stratum corneum or epidermis to enhance the
delivery of chemicals and macromolecules, especially the large and
hydrophilic peptides such as AHP-3, across the skin [15–19]. Unlike
hypodermic needles, the small size of MN avoids the nerve endings
present only in the dermis or deeper and can therefore, provide a pain
free delivery of drugs. This makes MN ideal for improving patient
adherence and can be self-administered by the patient.
Current MN arrays are superimposed onto flat planar patches to
facilitate their insertion into the skin [20]. However, the human skin is
undulating and personalised due to mainly the body anatomy and also
variations in skin elasticity or the amount of hair on the skin [20]. On
such curved surfaces around the bones, MN arrays fabricated on a flat
patch are not completely inserted and large amount of loaded materials
are not delivered [20]. Furthermore, traditional flat MN arrays are
subjected to the “bed of nails” effect where the force on each MN is
equally distributed across the array. This results in the inability of all MN
to overcome the elasticity of the epidermis and punctures the skin [21].
To minimise this variation in the skin, most MN arrays are spread
only over small areas. As a result, the amount of drugs loaded onto the
small area of MN arrays is limited and MN usage is largely restricted to
potent drugs such as vaccines [15,22–24]. To this issue, several research
groups have created flexible [25–27], curved [28] or personalised MN
patches [29,30]. Out of these, personalised MN patches (PMNP) using
vat polymerisation 3D printing appears to be the most promising alter
native, due to its single step ease of fabrication and its ability to incor
porate human 3D scans to achieve a true PMNP to account for all
contours of the skin.
However, the limited number of commercially available photoc
urable resin to produce biocompatible products is often perceived as a
key challenge for vat polymerisation 3D printers [31]. Traditional resins
are also known to be generally poor in their mechanical strength [31]. In
addition, not all resins allow drug loading of any type nor do they release
these drugs after polymerisation. Therefore, there is a need for devel
opment of a high-resolution biocompatible resin with good mechanical
strength and has the potential for drug release after being loaded with
drug. Here, in this study, we explored the potential of digital light
processing (DLP) 3D printer for the fabrication of PMNP to deliver an
anti-wrinkle small peptide. Polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA, MW
700 Da) and vinyl pyrrolidone (VP) are both photoreactive monomers
and present as liquid at room temperature, therefore making them
suitable candidates for DLP 3D printing. In addition, both monomers
polymerise into biocompatible polymers which have been used in
pharmaceutical applications [32,33].
Using various proportions of PEGDA and VP, we obtained an optimal
resin based on the parameters which were critical for an ideal 3D
printing material. These parameters include mechanical properties of
the final polymer, safety profile of final polymer, 3D printing resolution,
rate of drug release and rate of polymerisation. Fig. 1 depicts a schematic
representation of the copolymerization of PEGDA and NVP induced by
UV light (405 nm). Finally, with the optimal resin, a PMNP based on a
scanned human periorbital region was fabricated and tested for its

efficacy and safety.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Material
AHP-3 was received from Kaijie Peptide Company (Sichuan, China).
Trypan blue, phosphate buffered saline (PBS), polyethylene glycol dia
crylate (MW: 700 Da), 4,4′ -Azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid (ABCV); Phe
nylbis (2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl) phosphine oxide (BAPO); 2-Hydroxy-4′ (2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (HHEMP) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Vinyl pyrro
lidone (VP) and deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was purchased
from Merck (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). PrestoBlue® was ob
tained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). Culture media consisted of
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Invitrogen) supplemented
with 10% of fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Invitrogen) and 1% of 10,000 U
ml− 1 penicillin and 10 mg ml− 1 streptomycin (PS) (PAN-Biotech GmbH,
Germany). All mentions of water refer to deionized, grade 1 water
filtered from a laboratory water purification system (Adrona Crystal,
Latvia), unless otherwise stated. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard
184 Silicone Elastomer Kit) was obtained from Dow Corning (Midland,
MI, USA). 3DM-Castable resin was purchased from 3D-Materials SASU
(Feldkirch, France). Human cadaver dermatomed skin was obtained
from Science Care (Arizona, USA). The skin tissues were excised from a
66 years old Caucasian female and the use of these skin tissues were
approved by NUS Institutional Review Board (IRB). All other reagents
were of analytical grade.
3. Method
3.1. Choice / concentration of suitable photoinitiator for use with digital
light processing (DLP) 3D printer
DLP 3D printer of choice is Pico 2 HD (Asiga, Sydney, Australia),
which has a working UV–Vis wavelength of 405 nm. To determine the
suitable photoinitiator for DLP 3D printer, UV/VIS-spectra of the pho
toinitiators were measured with a UV/VIS-spectrometer (U-1800,
Hitachi, Japan) using a 1% w/v solution in methanol. This was repeated
with various concentrations (0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2% w/v) of
photoinitiators.
3.2. Preparation of various composition of photopolymer
The photoinitiator (BAPO) concentration was kept at 0.5% w/w.
Between VP and PEGDA, a total of 5 different photopolymer combina
tions was prepared in the ratios of 10:0, 7:3, 5:5, 3:7, 0:10. Each of the
monomer liquid was weighed out accurately and mixed with each other.
To the resultant resin, accurately weighed amount of BAPO was added to
it and vortexed till complete dissolution.
3.3. Rheological measurement of polymerisation curve and rate of
reaction
Storage modulus of photopolymer resin was measured throughout its
polymerisation reaction with the use of a rheometer (M302, Anton Paar
GmbH, Graz, Austria), coupled with UV light source (Omnicure Series
1500, Excelitas Technologies Corporation, MA, USA) for photo poly
merisation reaction. Throughout the entire measurement, a disposable
parallel plate of 8 mm diameter (D-PP08) was used at a shear strain of
0.001, frequency of 1 Hz and temperature of 25 ◦ C. The first 2 mins was
used to stabilise the system and measurements were taken at 10 s in
terval. Beyond 120 s, UV light was turned on and measurements were
taken at 1 s interval. The measurement lasted for a total of 42 min per
sample. Time taken to reach 90% of maximum storage modulus was
calculated to determine the reactivity rate of each photopolymer

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the copolymerization of PEGDA and NVP
induced by UV light (405 nm).
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was centrifuged and 600 uL of extract was removed for analysis via 1H
NMR. Similarly, 10 mg of prepolymer photopolymer combination was
mixed with 600 μL of deuterated DMSO containing 2 mg of 1,3,5 tri
oxane as an internal standard and analysed via 1H NMR immediately. 1H
NMR was used to determine the amount of double bonds (characteristic
of monomers) in the prepolymer photopolymer combination and the
final extract from the synthesised polymer. Monomer conversion ratio
was calculated based on the below formula:
(
Percentage of Monomer Conversion = 1
)
Amount of  Residual monomer
−
Amount of Initial monomer

combination. The shorter the time taken, the higher the reactivity rate,
making it more suitable for use in 3D printing.
3.4. Fabrication of polymer using UV photo polymerisation for PDMS
moulded cylinders
All polymer samples of various photopolymer combination were
fabricated with the use of PDMS moulds of various dimensions. PDMS
moulds were fabricated through the following steps. Briefly, a mixture of
silicone elastomer base and silicone elastomer curing agent in 9:1 ratio
by weight was poured into the respective containers with the desired
dimensions. Subsequently, the mixture was degassed in a vacuum
chamber prior to heat curing at 70 ◦ C for 2 h to obtain the PDMS moulds.
Once the prepolymer solution were added to the mould, the entire PDMS
mould is transferred into a UV post cure chamber (Post cure chamber,
Asiga, Sydney, Australia) and photopolymerised for 20 min. Each cy
lindrical rod was then removed from the PDMS moulds and soaked in
70%v/v ethanol for 30 s, followed by water for 30 s and finally post
cured in the same UV post cure chamber for an additional 30 min, before
being used for any testing.

× 100%
3.8. Cytotoxicity assay for PDMS moulded cylinders
The test for biocompatibility was designed based on EN ISO 1099312:2012 guidelines. PDMS moulds with cylindrical holes measuring 2
mm in radius, 4 mm in height, were prepared in advance. Cylindrical
rods with a total surface area of 4.5 cm2 were added to 1.5 mL (3: 1
surface area to volume ratio) of complete DMEM culture media sup
plemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin/strepto
mycin, incubated at 37 ◦ C with agitation, for a duration of 24 h. Human
dermal fibroblast (HDF) and human adult low calcium high temperature
(HaCaT) cells were used to assess the toxicity of the polymer extract.
Cells were grown in complete DMEM culture media supplemented with
10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Five thousand cells were
plated into 96-well microtiter plates in 200 μL of culture medium. After
24 h of incubation at 37 ◦ C and 5% CO2, all culture medium was
removed and replaced with 200 μL of polymer extract for each well. The
negative control consisted of wells containing 200 μL of fresh culture
medium. The plates were incubated at 37 ◦ C and 5% CO2 for 24 h. At the
end of 24 h, one batch of cells were used for PrestoBlue® analysis. For
the other batch, polymer extracts were replaced with 200 μL of fresh
culture media and incubated for an additional 48 h. At the respective
time points, all media in the wells were replaced with 90 μL of sterile
PBS and 10 μL of PrestoBlue® cell viability reagent. The 96-well plate
was then incubated for 2 h under the same incubation conditions stated
above. Finally, the absorbance of the wells was analysed with an
absorbance plate reader (SpectraMax® 190, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) at a
wavelength of 570 nm with a reference wavelength of 600 nm. This
utilizes the reducing power of metabolically active cells to reduce
resazurin to resorufin, with wavelengths of maximum absorbance of
600 nm and 570 nm, respectively. A higher absorbance readout of 570
nm over 600 nm indicates the presence of viable cells. The 570 nm
absorbance readings will be subtracted from the 600 nm readings for all
treated wells to obtain the normalized absorbance. The normalized
background absorbance of resorufin was determined from the blanks
and subtracted from the normalized absorbance of the experimental and
standard reference wells to obtain the corrected absorbance. Subse
quently, the corrected absorbance of the experimental wells was
expressed as a percentage of that of the control to determine the relative
cell viability. The entire procedure was later repeated for a 3D printed
cube to evaluate the safety of PMNP printed using the 3D printing and its
set of parameters.

3.5. Force displacement curve / calculated young’s modulus for PDMS
moulded cylinders
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) moulds with cylindrical holes
measuring 11 mm in diameter, 8 mm in height, were prepared in
advance. 760 μL of each photopolymer combinations were added to the
PDMS moulds and photopolymerised as per Section 2.5. Mechanical
strength was conducted using these homogenously shaped cylinders to
prevent any confounding due to other random shapes of the micro
needles. A force gauge (JSV H1000, Algol Instrument Co. Ltd., Taiwan)
was used to measure the displacement curve of the cylindrical rods for
each photopolymer combination. Using the linear portion of a forcedisplacement curve, a stress-strain curve was calculated, and its
gradient was determined as the Young’s Modulus of the photopolymer
combination.
3.6. Swelling test for PDMS moulded cylinders
PDMS moulds with cylindrical holes measuring 4 mm in diameter, 4
mm in height, were prepared in advance. 40 μL of each photopolymer
combination was added to the PDMS mould and photopolymerised as
per Section 2.6. Swelling test was conducted using these homogenously
shaped cylinders to prevent any confounding due to other random
shapes of the microneedles. Both PEGDA and VP are known to poly
merise into hydrophilic polymers which absorb water. The rate of
swelling or volume expansion of the polymer during contact with PBS
was observed and used as a surrogate for rate of drug release. The weight
of each polymer ranging from 40 to 50 mg was noted on a weighing
machine before it was immersed in 5 mL of PBS. At time points of 0.25,
0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6 and 48 h, polymer was removed from PBS and dried with
lint free tissue Kimwipes™ before being weighed on the same weighing
machine.
3.7. Monomer conversion ratio for PDMS moulded cylinders
2 pieces of flat, circular PDMS were used as moulds in this case. 200

μL of each photopolymer combination was added to the top of 1 circular

3.9. Drug release & recovery study for AHP-3 loaded cylinders

PDMS. Slowly, the second piece of PDMS was stacked on top. Any excess
photopolymer that overflowed out of the 2 PDMS were wiped away. The
photopolymer was then photopolymerised as per Section 2.5. The thin
film of polymer is then cut into small pieces and ground down to fine
particles using a pestle and mortar. 20 mg of this polymer was mixed
with 1.2 mL of deuterated DMSO containing 4 mg of 1,3,5 trioxane as
internal standard (IS) and left to stand for 24 h at room temperature (to
extract any residual monomers). At the end of 24 h, the polymer extract

PDMS moulds with cylindrical holes measuring 8 mm in diameter, 4
mm in height, were prepared in advance. 165 μL of each photopolymer
combination loaded with either 0.5%w/w or 0.1% w/w of AHP-3 was
added to the PDMS mould and photopolymerised as described in Section
2.6. Each fabricated cylinder was placed in 5 mL of PBS, maintained at
32 ◦ C for up to 48 h, to determine the release profiles of AHP-3
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embedded in the various photopolymer combinations. Sampling of the
dissolution media was taken at 5 min, 15 min, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h, 8 h, 12 h,
24 h and 48 h and fresh PBS was replaced after each sampling. At the end
of 48 h, the remaining cylinder was homogenized at 500 rpm for 5 min
using a High Shear Homogenizer (PT3100D, Polytron, Indiana, United
States). Subsequently, all samples were centrifuged and the supernatant
was analysed to determine the quantity of AHP-3 present.

printed microneedle patch was finally post cured in the Asiga UV post
cure chamber for an additional 30 min, before being used for any testing.
3.14. Mechanical strength testing for PMNP
The fabricated PMNP was first photographed with Nikon SMZ-25
stereomicroscope (Nikon, Japan) and Nikon imaging software (NISElement Analysis D 4.20.00) to obtain ‘before’ images. Next, the PMNP
was compressed, using a thumb force, against a personalised acryloni
trile butadiene styrene (ABS) substrate corresponding to the PMNP for
30 s. The personalised ABS substrate was fabricated via Fused Deposi
tion Modelling 3D printer (CEL Robox®, England, UK). Subsequently,
the PMNP was photographed with the same stereomicroscope to obtain
‘after’ images. The ‘before’ & ‘after’ images were then visually compared
to identify MN fractures and determine the percentage of intact MNs. A
triplicate was conducted for this test.

3.10. Effect of AHP-3 Loading on physical properties of selected
photopolymer resin
AHP-3 (0.5% w/w) was added to the optimised photopolymer com
bination. To create a uniform suspension, the resultant mixture was
sonicated for 2 periods of 30 s each, with an interval of 1 min. This
uniform suspension was used for rheological testing and determination
of Young’s Modulus as per described in Sections 2.5 and 2.7,
respectively.
3.11. Drug analysis

3.15. Preparation of human cadaver skin prior to use

The quantity of AHP-3 was determined using Shimadzu LC-20AD
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) machine with SDPM20A UV detector. The column used was an Agilent Zorbax Eclipse
Plus C18 column (3 mm × 150 mm × 5 μm, 95 Å). The mobile phase
consisted of mobile phase A (0.1% v/v trifluoroacetic acid in water) and
mobile phase B (0.1% v/v trifluoroacetic acid in acetonitrile) with an
isocratic elution program and ratios of solvents A:B of 9:1. The flow rate
was set at 1 mL min− 1. The injection volume was 20 μL for each sam
pling and UV detection was executed at a wavelength of 215 nm. A
calibration curve was plotted using the respective standard solutions
from 1 ppm to 500 ppm.

Human cadaver dermatomed skin, after excision, were stored in
− 80 ◦ C freezer until use. The use of cadaver human skin has been
reviewed by the National University of Singapore Institutional Review
Board and subsequently exempted because the cadaveric tissues used in
this study were without identifiable private information. Skin samples
were hydrated in water prior to use. The skin was measured for the
electrical resistance using an electrical resistance meter (LCR-916, GW
Instek, Good Will Instrument Co. Ltd., Taiwan). Based on internal lab
standards, human cadaver dermatomed skin is required to have a min
imum electrical resistance of 1 kV, at 1 kHz in 1 X PBS solution, before it
is considered as intact with a complete skin barrier. Any skin samples
with electrical resistance below 1 kV were not used.

3.12. 3D scan of human volunteer

3.16. Skin penetration efficiency testing for PMNP

3D scanning of the face of a human volunteer (30-year-old, Chinese,
Male) was performed with a commercial scanner (Artec Eva, Artec3D,
Luxembourg) at a distance of ~50 cm away from the human volunteer in
accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations. The 3D scanner
was panned 360◦ around the head of the volunteer to capture a 3D image
that was exported directly to the corresponding software Artec Studio 11
(Artec3D, Luxembourg) for processing. The final CAD model of the
human volunteer face was saved and subsequently processed using a
suite of programme including Fusion 360 (Autodesk® Inc., San Rafael,
CA, USA), Remake (Autodesk® Inc., San Rafael, CA, USA) to convert it
into a solid model which can be imported into Solidworks® 2016
(Dassault Systemes, France).

Personalised PDMS substrate corresponding to the PMNP, which
mimics full-thickness skin, was prepared in advance [17,29,34]. Human
cadaver dermatomed skin was laid stretched over the personalised
PDMS substrate with epidermis facing up and the PMNP was compressed
onto the skin using a thumb (~20 N) in a slow rotational motion for 30 s.
Excess trypan blue dye was added onto the skin and left on for 10 min. At
the end of 10 min, trypan blue was wiped off using 70%v/v ethanol.
Subsequently, the stained skin sample was visualized using the Nikon
SMZ-25 stereomicroscope to demonstrate the presence of skin penetra
tion. The blue stained dots represent the punctured pores due to the
selective staining nature of trypan blue.

3.13. Design and fabrication of PMNP

3.17. In vitro cellular cytotoxicity of 3D printed cubes

The human face CAD model was processed using Solidworks® 2016
(Dassault Systemes, France). A personalised eye patch was designed to
fit snugly to the contours and dimensions of the face CAD model. Sub
sequently, arrays of MNs were created on the patch’s inner contoured
surface. The MNs were designed to have 400 μm base diameter, 800 μm
center-to-center spacing. The MN height was set at 800 μm and with a tip
diameter of 100 μm, with a total of 927 MN. The completed CAD model
was exported as STL file and opened in the Asiga Composer V 1.1.7
software for optimisation of the print parameters such as exposure time,
lift speed etc. Briefly, the DLP 3D printer function based on the princi
ples of vat polymerisation. Once the build platform is lowered into the
resin, the DLP projector projects a 2D image, as determined by the in
dividual image slices, and polymerises a thin layer of liquid resin into a
solid. The build platform then separates from the resin container to
allow fresh resin to flow in. This process repeats, until the entire object is
printed. After the patch was printed, it was soaked in 70% v/v ethanol in
deionized water for 30 s, followed by pure deionized water for 30 s. The

To evaluate any cytotoxicity of the optimal photopolymer and the 3D
printing process, 3D printed cubes were used instead of PDMS moulded
cubes. The same procedures were performed as in Section 2.10. The only
exception is that 6 cubes of 5 mm length were used for extraction of
residual monomers in 3 mL of complete culture media.
3.18. Statistical / data analysis
All data were collated and prepared using GraphPad Prism 6
(GraphPad Software Inc., CA, USA) for any graphical outputs. All ex
periments were conducted in triplicates and the results presented as
mean ± standard deviation. Statistical analysis was performed by oneway analysis of variance followed by Tukey post hoc test or Student
Independent Samples t-test, using IBM SPSS Statistics 21.0 (IBM, New
York, USA). A probability value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
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4. Results

and calculating their respective Young’s Modulus. As illustrated in
Fig. 4A, the higher the percentage of VP, the steeper is the forcedisplacement curve, which indicates a higher mechanical strength.
However, it was also demonstrated that 100% VP may be brittle in na
ture, as seen in the breakage of force-displacement curve midway.
Similarly, for 70:30% VP:PEGDA, there was a small plateau in the forcedisplacement curve midway, possibly indicating a small breakage which
was still able to maintain the overall force applied onto it. Young’s
Modulus, is the measurement of the stiffness of a material. As illustrated
in Fig. 4B, a higher percentage of VP demonstrated a higher Young’s
Modulus and therefore, more suitable for use in the fabrication of MN
which require high mechanical strength. Commercial castable resin
which has been demonstrated in previous literature to be of sufficient
strength for MN skin penetration, was used as a comparison [29]. All
combinations of photopolymers have a higher Young’s Modulus as
compared to castable resin, with the exception of 30:70% PEGDA:VP.

4.1. Choice / concentration of suitable photoinitiator for use with digital
light processing (DLP) 3D printer
Based on the UV / Vis absorbance spectrum between 200 nm to 700
nm of different common photoinitiators as illustrated in Fig. 2A, only
BAPO demonstrated significant absorbance at 405 nm. Subsequently,
various concentration of BAPO were tested for its absorbance at 405 nm,
as illustrated in Fig. 2B. As the concentration increased, the absorbance
of BAPO at 405 nm increased until a point of saturation at 0.5% w/w
BAPO and beyond. Any concentration above 0.5% w/w BAPO did not
provide any additional absorbance at 405 nm. Therefore, the most
suitable type and concentration of photoinitiator is 0.5% w/w BAPO.
4.2. Rheological measurement of polymerisation curve and rate of
reaction

4.4. Swelling test in PBS

Five different photopolymer combinations were tested for their
change in storage modulus with time during photo polymerisation. In
general, the higher the percentage of PEGDA, the faster is the time to
90% polymerised, as illustrated in Fig. 3B. For instance, a 30% addition
of PEGDA, shortened the time to 90% polymerised by over 400 s
(comparing 100% VP to 70%VP, 30% PEGDA). Commercial castable
resin which has been demonstrated in previous literature for MN
fabrication, was used as a comparison [29]. Only photopolymer com
binations with 50% or more PEGDA has a faster time to 90% poly
merised as compared to castable resin. On the other hand, the higher the
percentage of VP, the higher the storage modulus, which may be
indicative of its mechanical strength, as illustrated in Fig. 3A. Photo
polymer combinations containing 50% or more PEGDA demonstrated a
detectable 2 stage polymerisation as per seen in the 2 separate plateaus
in storage modulus for 50:50% VP:PEGDA and 70:30% VP:PEGDA. This
may be due to the difference in reactivity of acrylate group versus that of
vinyl group in the tendency for polymerisation.

All 5 different photopolymer combinations were fabricated as cy
lindrical rods and immersed in PBS to determine the change in weight of
polymer due to swelling over time. A higher change in weight indicates a
higher release rate of drugs embedded within the polymer. A faster
change in weight indicates a faster release rate of drugs embedded
within the polymer. As illustrated in Fig. 5A, 100% VP completely dis
solved in PBS and therefore has no measurable change in weight. For the
remaining 4 combinations, polymers with a higher percentage of VP
demonstrated a higher and faster changing rate in weight or swelling
rate.
4.5. Determination of monomer conversion
To find the monomer conversion rate, 1H NMR spectroscopy was
employed to monitor the consumption of VP and PEGDA individually
through their non-overlapping vinylic proton signals. As shown in
Fig. S1 and S2, the chemical shift from 5.9–6.4 ppm was assigned to the
protons of vinyl groups of PEDGA, while that at 6.9 ppm was assigned
for the vinyl groups of VP. The analysis of the 1H NMR spectra using the
integration of vinylic proton signals of VP (6.9 ppm) and PEGDA (6.4
ppm) by comparing with the unchanged integration of the protons of

4.3. Young’s modulus
Similarly, 5 different photopolymer combinations were tested for
their mechanical strength by measuring their force-displacement curve

Fig. 2. UV absorbance graph for different type and concentration of photoinitiators. A) UV absorbance graph of 3 different common photoinitiators. Only BAPO has
significant absorbance at a wavelength of 405 nm, making it suitable for use in DLP 3D printers that uses UV–Vis wavelength for fabrication. B) UV absorbance graph
of various concentration of BAPO. Beyond 0.5% BAPO, there is no increment in absorbance at 405 nm. Therefore, 0.5% BAPO is a suitable concentration for use. The
graphs comprise of a single representative set of data for each parameter.
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Fig. 3. Reactivity rate of various combination of VP and PEGDA. A) Polymerisation curve of different combination of VP and PEGDA. Generally, the greater the
percentage of PEGDA, the higher the reactivity rate, making it more suitable for 3D printing. Appeared to have 2 stages of polymerisation, firstly, that of the quick
reacting acrylate group, then subsequently, the slower vinyl group. Also, generally, the greater the PEGDA, the lower the storage modulus. B) Summary table for time
to 90% polymerised. Generally, the greater the percentage of PEGDA, the faster it takes to reach 90% polymerisation. The experiment was performed in triplicates.
However, the graph comprises only of a single representative set of data for each parameter.
Fig. 4. Mechanical properties of polymer fabricated from the
various combinations of VP and PEGDA. A) Force displace
ment curve. In general, the greater the percentage of VP, the
steeper the force displacement curve and the greater the me
chanical strength. However, while pure VP has good strength,
it is also brittle, as illustrated by the break in force displace
ment curve. B) Summary table of the calculated Young’s
Modulus. In general, the greater the percentage of VP, the
higher the Young’s modulus. A comparison to the commercial
castable resin was made. *Value obtained from material data
sheet. The experiment was performed in triplicates. However,
the graph comprises only of a single representative set of data
for each parameter.

internal standard (5.1 ppm) results in the individual monomer conver
sion of both monomers after the polymerisation. Typically, a low
monomer conversion ratio is equated to high residual monomers and
this may be a cause for concern due to its potential cytotoxicity thus it is
crucial to determine the amounts of unreacted monomers trapped in the
copolymers.
As illustrated in Fig. 6A, the rate of consumption of VP is slightly
lower than that of PEGDA. It is noted that all copolymers containing
PEGDA and VP demonstrated a high monomer conversion ratio of over
90% for VP and nearly 100% for PEGDA, which may allow the polymer
to exhibit its true physical properties and also reduce the cytotoxicity
due to residual monomers. On the other hand, the monomer conversion
for homo-polymerisation of VP (~82%) was lower than that of PEGDA

(100%). It has been reported that the rate of homo-polymerisation of
acrylate monomers was higher than that of VP at fixed concentration of
monomers and initiators [35].
4.6. Cytotoxicity assay on human dermal cell lines
PrestoBlue® reagent, a resazurin-based solution, was used as an in
dicator of cell viability to compare the relative cell viability of dermal
cell lines treated with extracts of the various photopolymer and those
without. As illustrated by Fig. 6B, relative cell viabilities of ~85% or
more was observed for both HDF and HaCaT keratinocytes for all
polymer extracts, except for that of pure VP polymer. The high cyto
toxicity of pure VP polymer extracts corresponded to the lower
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Fig. 5. Swelling test of polymer fabricated from various combinations of VP and PEGDA. A) Swelling test over 8 h. Swelling test was used as a surrogate for rate of
drug release. A higher percentage of VP demonstrated a higher change in weight over 8 h. The greater the swelling, the higher the drug release. In general, the higher
the percentage of VP, the faster the drug release. B) Zoomed in image of the first 0.5 h of swelling test. The experiment was performed in triplicates.
Fig. 6. Safety profiling of polymer fabricated from
various combinations of VP and PEGDA. A) Monomer
conversions of PEGDA and VP after copolymerisation.
All polymers showed high monomer conversions (>
90%) for both VP and PEGDA, with the exception of
pure VP polymer (80%). Typically, the higher the
amount of residual monomer, the higher the toxicity.
B) Cytotoxicity assay using human skin cells demon
strated safety of the fabricated polymer, with cell
viability of all polymer extracts reaching more than
90% when the cells were given 48 h for recovery,
after 24 h of exposure. However, cells exposed to
polymer extracts from pure VP has almost zero sur
vival. This corresponds to the lower monomer con
version ratio in pure VP. *HaCaT: Human adult low
calcium high temperature keratinocytes; HDF:
Human dermal fibroblast. The experiment was per
formed in triplicates. However, fig. A) comprises only
of a single representative set of data for each
parameter.

monomer conversion ratio as demonstrated in Fig. 6A. Therefore, the
use of photopolymer combinations containing PEGDA may allow the
fabrication of biocompatible products.

chromatogram demonstrated no significant changes to the retention
time of external standard AHP-3 dissolved in PBS versus the AHP-3
released from a 70% VP, 30% PEGDA photopolymer in PBS. There
fore, together with the drug release study it was demonstrated that the
optimised resin and photo-polymerisation reaction has no significant
effect on the stability of AHP-3.

4.7. Drug release & recovery study of AHP-3 loaded cylinders
Cylinders of various photopolymer combinations were prepared with
either 0.1% w/w or 0.5% w/w AHP-3. The drug release study conducted
over a period of 48 h demonstrated a consistently highest rate and
overall drug release for 50% VP, 50% PEGDA cylinders, amongst all
other combinations of photopolymer, as shown in Fig. 7A and B. For the
50%VP, 50% PEGDA cylinders, by the end of 48 h, there was a complete
release of AHP-3 for the 0.1% w/w loaded cylinders and an ~80%
release of AHP-3 for the 0.5% w/w loaded cylinders. On the other hand,
100% PEGDA cylinders demonstrated consistently lowest rate and
overall drug release amongst all other combinations of photopolymer.
For the 100% PEGDA cylinders, by the end of 48 h, there was an ~35%
release of AHP-3 for the 0.1% w/w loaded cylinders and a ~ 60% release
of AHP-3 for the 0.5% w/w loaded cylinders. There were no clear dif
ferences between the release profiles of the other photopolymer
combinations.
Finally, as illustrated by Fig. 7C, the representative HPLC

4.8. Effect of AHP-3 loading into photopolymer resin
Based on the various optimisation test, the most optimal photo
polymer resin was determined to be that of 70:30% VP:PEGDA. This was
due to its high mechanical strength, rapid rate and extent of drug release
and reasonable time taken to reach 90% polymerised. 0.5%w/w of AHP3 was loaded into the optimised resin to form a uniform suspension.
Cylindrical rods made from this optimised resin loaded with 0.5%w/w
of AHP-3 has no significant difference in the Young’s Modulus and time
to 90% polymerised, as illustrated in Fig. 8A and B respectively. This
demonstrated that AHP-3 does not affect the physical properties of the
resin, and subsequent testing of mechanical strength and skin penetra
tion could be performed using blank resin, without drug loading.
Furthermore, as seen in Fig. 7A and B, for this optimal combination
(70% VP, 30% PEGDA), the recovery of AHP-3 was determined to be
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Fig. 7. Drug release study of various AHP-3 loaded cylinders. A) 0.1% w/w AHP-3 loaded cylinders; B) 0.5% w/w AHP-3 loaded cylinders; C) Sample HPLC
Chromatogram. In both concentrations of AHP-3 loaded cylinders, 50% VP photopolymer cylinders consistently achieved the highest rate and overall drug release
amongst all other photopolymers. On the other hand, 100% PEGDA consistently achieved the lowest rate and overall drug release amongst all other photopolymers.
From the sample HPLC chromatogram, no changes to the retention of AHP-3 was observed in both the external standard and the polymerised resin. The experiments
were performed in triplicates.
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concentration of 0.5% w/w. Due to the nature of incorporation, AHP-3
peptide was present evenly in the entire patch.
4.10. Efficacy and safety of PMNP
Both skin penetration and mechanical strength are important pre
dictors of MN efficacy. In Fig. 10A, trypan blue, which is a selective
staining dye for hydrophilic surfaces, was employed to determine the
presence of punctured pores within the epidermis. The blue dots as seen
from the surface of the skin represented the punctured pores and
therefore, the successful penetration of MNs through the human cadaver
dermatomed skin. As illustrated in Fig. 10B, PMNP has over 98% of the
MNs remaining intact after compression. This demonstrated a good
mechanical strength and is less likely for any broken MN to be left within
the skin resulting in complications. Previous cytotoxicity assays were
performed on cylindrical rods fabricated using a PDMS mould. Here, we
tested the whole 3D printing process, with the exact same parameters
used for 3D printing PMNP, to 3D print several cubes of 5 mm each side.
The resulting relative cell viability, as illustrated in Fig. 10C, demon
strated good biocompatibility of the optimised resin cube and the 3D
printing process on HDF, with more than 80% of the cells surviving after
a 24 h exposure.

Fig. 8. Physical properties and drug stability, after loading into optimised
combination of VP and PEGDA. A) Young’s modulus of drug loaded resin VS
blank resin. B) Time to 90% polymerisation of drug loaded resin VS blank resin.

~70% for a 0.5% w/w AHP-3 loading and ~ 60% for a 0.1% w/w AHP-3
loading.
4.9. Design and fabrication of PMNP
Human volunteer face CAD model was used as a template to create a
personalised patch as illustrated as red in Fig. 9A. This personalised
patch was subsequently planted with arrays of MN in the geometry of a
MN length 800 μm, tip diameter 100 μm, interspacing 800 μm and base
diameter of 400 μm, as illustrated in Fig. 9B. The 3D-printed PMNP
measures approximately 45 mm (length) x 30 mm (width) x 10 mm
(height) with a total of 927 MNs embedded, as illustrated in Fig. 9C.
Fig. 9D and E illustrates the microscope images of MN on the person
alised surface. The average weight of each 3D printed microneedle patch
was 2.668 g (± 0.034 g) with a printing time of approximately 1 h. After
the patch was printed, it was soaked in 70%v/v ethanol in deionized
water for 30 s, followed by pure deionized water for 30 s. The printed
microneedle patch was finally post cured in the Asiga UV post cure
chamber for an additional 30 min, before being used for any testing.
AHP-3 peptide was also incorporated into the PMNP. This was achieved
by mixing the pre-polymer solution with the AHP-3 peptide at a

5. Discussion
In this study, ratios of 2 commonly used liquid monomers of
biocompatible polymers (PEGDA and PVP) were chosen as the starting
point of optimisation. Both PEGDA and PVP were used frequently as a
low toxicity, inert and biocompatible excipient in numerous oral and
ophthalmic formulations [36] or even other microneedle applications
[37,38]. However, while strong, PVP is brittle [39] and its monomer VP
has very slow reactivity rate towards photo-polymerisation, as illus
trated by 100% VP in Fig. 3A, and hence not suitable for 3D printing of
biocompatible medical devices. PEGDA, on the other hand, has a very

Fig. 9. CAD design and actual images of 3D printed personalised MN patch using optimised resin. A) 3D CAD model of human volunteer with eye patch contouring to
the periorbital region; B) CAD model of personalised MN patch; C) 3D printed personalised MN patch (scalebar = 1 cm); D) Microscope image of personalised MN
patch (scalebar = 1 mm); E) Zoomed in microscope image of personalised MN patch (scalebar = 200 μm).
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Fig. 10. Efficacy and safety parameters for 3D printed personalised MN patch. A) Skin penetration testing using trypan blue staining (scalebar = 200 μm), with the
stained blue dots representing the punctured pores; B) Mechanical strength testing of 3D printed patch, with more than 95% of MN remaining intact after
compression; C) Cytotoxicity essay for 3D printed cubes using same parameters as that of MN patch demonstrates good safety profile. The experiment was performed
in triplicates. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

This implied that the maximum extent of drug release would have been
achieved in 6 h. As demonstrated by McAvoy et al. [44], increased
swelling after immersing in water for PEGDA 700 was correlated to an
increased rate of drug release, as compared with PEGDA 250. This
increased swelling was due to the reduced cross link density in PEGDA
700 (as compared with PEGDA 250). The reduced cross-linking density
allowed more water ingression into the system and also the creation of
more pores in the system, thus providing a higher rate of drug release.
Interestingly, in this study, the rate of swelling did not correlate entirely
with the rate of drug release. All VP containing photopolymers, as
compared to 100% PEGDA, achieved a faster rate. However, comparing
within the VP containing photopolymers only, the 50% VP photo
polymer had consistently the highest rate of release, instead of the 70%
VP photopolymer, which had the fastest rate of swelling. This could be
due to the equal proportions of VP and PEGDA that resulted in a
favourable crosslinked network that facilitates drug encapsulation and
the subsequent release.
For the remaining VP compositions, there were no clear differences
between their rate of drug release. When concentration of AHP-3
increased from 0.1% to 0.5%, there seemed to be a general increase in
overall drug release. This could be due to the solubility of AHP-3 within
the photopolymer combinations. Small fine particles of AHP-3 were
oberved within the pre-polymer resin instead of completely being dis
solved. This could mean that they were not incorporated within the
polymer network and so, could be released quickly upon contact with
PBS. Regardless, the control of drug release likely involved more than a
single factor such as swelling rate of polymer and therefore requires
more study to conclude.
Typically, the key components of a commercial photopolymer resin
consist of the basic building monomers/oligomers, photoinitiator and
light blocker to improve printing resolution. However, in this study,
there was no addition of light blocker. By controlling the exposure time
and separation distance of the build platform from resin container to
allow fresh influx of resin, we were able to maintain the printing reso
lution. Furthermore, a yellow tint in the resultant resin due to BAPO
could have contributed to a slight light blocking effect. The final printed
part after post curing is clear in colour and therefore can also serve as a
simple indicator to the user that most, if not all, of the photoinitiators
had been utilised.
The dimensions of our microneedles were 800 μm in length, 100 μm
in tip diameter, 800 μm for needle to needle interspacing and 400 μm in

fast reactivity rate, as illustrated by 100% PEGDA in Fig. 3A, towards
photo-polymerisation. It also has a slight ductile nature [40] to its
polymer but is not as strong as PVP, as illustrated by the Young’s
Modulus in Fig. 4B. By using both monomers together in a single 3D
printable photopolymer resin, we have demonstrated an improved
optimised resin to have a similar mechanical strength, with reduced
brittleness, as compared to pure PVP and yet with improved reactivity
rate, suitable for 3D printing. The optimised resin contained 7:3 ratio of
VP:PEGDA. Using this optimised resin, we have also demonstrated the
successful fabrication of high resolution PMNP that was able to pene
trate the skin, possessed high mechanical strength and had minimal
cytotoxicity to human dermal fibroblast cell lines.
Both PEGDA and VP undergoes free radical photo-polymerisation
due to photoinitiator activation via UV–Vis light source. Generally, the
higher the percentage of PEGDA (due to the presence of reactive acrylate
group as compared to VP), the faster the rate of polymerisation, with the
exception of 3:7 (VP:PEGDA) compared to pure PEGDA. This may be
explained by the proposed hypothesis of autoacceleration caused by VP
on acrylate polymerisation due to favourable hetero-polymerisation
kinetics [41] and the reduced inhibition of acrylate polymerisation by
oxygen [42].
On the other hand, White et al., demonstrated that with increasing
concentration of VP above 30%, there is a decrease in mechanical
strength of the resultant VP and acrylate copolymer, as compared to
pure acrylate. This is similar to our study when the Young’s Modulus of
3:7 (VP:PEGDA) is lower than that of pure PEGDA. However, in this
study, we demonstrated the opposite trend where the higher the per
centage of VP (above 50%), the higher the resultant Young’s Modulus.
This may be due to a separate 2 stage polymerisation as seen in Fig. 3A,
where the more reactive acrylates will possibly react first followed by
the less reactive VP group. Therefore, the optimised resin of 7:3 (VP:
PEGDA) has a faster polymerisation rate compared to pure VP, and also a
higher mechanical strength as compared to pure PEGDA.
In addition, by using different compositions of 2 monomers, we
demonstrated the ability to control the swelling rate of polymers in
Fig. 5. PVP has been known to be highly soluble in water and used to
fabricate dissolvable MN [43]. However, when mixed with PEGDA, the
resultant polymer was not water soluble, but instead swelled upon
contact with water. A higher percentage of VP resulted in a higher
swelling rate, which correlates to the rate and extent of drug release.
Within 6 h, all the polymers reached its maximum extent of swelling.
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base diameter. For microneedle tip, shaper tips can reduce the insertion
force, but it may result in needle damage during skin insertion process,
so a balance between sharpness of the tip and needle mechanical should
be considered [45]. As demonstrated by Kochhar et al., even though the
tip diameter is larger than 100 μm, the microneedle patch was still able
to achieve skin penetration [34]. In another study, it has been found that
blunt tips perform better to enhance skin permeability than sharp nee
dles [46]. For the skin penetration testing here, the PMNP was inserted
all at once, as an entire patch, using an average human thumb force of
~20 N. It has been reported that insertion force of microneedles with tip
diameters ranging from 60 to 160 μm, ranged from 0.08 to 3.04 N [21].
The focus of this study is primarily to investigate the influence of the
different ratios of two materials on the mechanical strength of the
microneedles and the suitability for incorporation of a small peptide. In
future experiments, the addition of adhesive materials could be
considered to increase adhesion of the microneedle patch to the skin.
Existing papers have shown that the microneedles after drug loading can
be inserted into the skin without adding any adhesives. Previous studies
relating to microneedle patches used materials such as polyethylene
glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), similar to
those in this current study. For example, Tas et al. used PVP to carry the
drug dihydroergotamine methanesulfonate to make a microneedle patch
for treatment of migraines without using sticky materials [37]. In
another example, adhesives such as scotch tapes could also be fixed to
the microneedle patch after fabrication. Kathuria et al. demonstrated the
use of a microneedle patch made of lidocaine mixed within PEGDA [38].
The large size microneedle patch was successfully adhered to the
porcine body using scotch tape attached onto the back of the fabricated
microneedle patch.
Any residual monomers could be removed by immersing PMNP in
PBS or water for an extended period of time. In our study, using 1H NMR,
we have shown that the resin was almost 100% polymerised. Therefore,
only minimal post processing was required. This was further confirmed
by the in vitro toxicity study with human dermal cell lines. In addition,
extended period of immersing PMNP in PBS or water could remove the
embedded AHP-3 which would make the final dose inconsistent.
Therefore, we believe that our current post processing procedure would
be the most optimised method to balance the efficacy and safety aspects
of the PMNP. Based on FDA guidelines on Biological evaluation of
medical devices [47], the recommended test for medical devices to be
used on intact skin include cytotoxicity, sensitisation and irritation or
intracutaneous reactivity. Therefore, for PMNP or even the new opti
mised polymer, there will be a need for a minimal of these 3 tests, before
it can be truly considered biocompatible for microneedle transdermal
drug delivery.
Due to the nature of incorporation, AHP-3 peptide was present
evenly in the patch. This way of incorporation could be a fast and
convenient means of incorporating active ingredients into microneedle
patch as illustrated by Kochhar et al. [48]. Furthermore, the presence of
AHP-3 peptide in the patch served as a drug reservoir for sustained
delivery of AHP-3 and provided an avenue for higher drug loading. The
average weight of the printed microneedle patch was 2.668 g (±0.034
g). Therefore, the average amount of AHP-3 peptide incorporated in
each patch was ~13 mg. AHP-3 peptides are potent, and the amount
required for antiwrinkle effect is less as compared to chemical drugs.
From previous study by Lim et al. [8], approximately 0.8 mg (or 2 mM
solution) of AHP-3 peptide was required to reduce the amount of
glutamate release in neuron cell (as a surrogate marker for an increase in
antiwrinkle effect). Furthermore, a mean wrinkle reduction of 16.26%
was also achieved in a clinical study using 0.05% cream formulation
twice a day for 28 days [49].
In this study, it was demonstrated that AHP-3 was stable in the base
polymer material after photo-crosslinking and could be released when
immersed in PBS. Further studies need to be performed to determine the
actual release profile of AHP-3 from the PMNP. However, based on
previous studies, the AHP-3 could be estimated to have a burst release at

the start, before achieving a slower steady state of release subsequently.
As demonstrated by Lim et al. [30], compared with a solution of AHP-3
and intact skin, transdermal delivery of AHP-3 could be enhanced with
microneedle pre-treatment, up to 90-fold higher. In our study, the
incorporation of AHP-3 in the PMNP provide a standardized dosing and
could be a convenient single-step procedure for the user selfadministration. Furthermore, our PMNP could also provide a sustained
release of AHP-3 as the base material swells in contact with fluids and
releases the incorporated AHP-3 over time.
Pliable or flexible microneedle patches could potentially allow the
microneedles to adhere closely to the human skin instead of the need for
a 3D printed personalised microneedle patch. However, as discussed by
Lim et al. [29], these flexible microneedle patches would likely require a
degree of user expertise for proper application, to ensure no embedded
air pockets or uneven adherence to the skin. Furthermore, these
microneedle patches may not be of sufficient flexibility to account for
the minor indentations or variations of the skin. Finally, the process of
3D scanning of patient’s face could be automated and is relatively quick
(approximately a few minutes). Therefore, the amount of time taken, as
compared to the fabrication duration of 3D printing, would be
insignificant.
To our best knowledge, this is the first study that investigated the
combination of VP and PEGDA for its use in 3D printing of drug delivery
application. Commercially available resins are not suitable for drug
delivery application due to their inability to embed drugs within and
release the drugs subsequently. Furthermore, we have also demon
strated the that the loading of AHP-3 within the resin and subsequently
polymerisation, has no detrimental effect on the stability of AHP-3 as a
small peptide. This meant that the optimised resin and the 3D printing
process may also be used for other peptides of therapeutic effects. The
use of handheld 3D scanners and CAD software also demonstrated a
convenience in developing PMNP which have potential to be used in
drug delivery applications for other regions of the body such as scalp for
hair loss or joints for pain relief. Future applications such as wearable
devices for smart delivery of drugs or bio-sensing may also be possible.
6. Conclusion
Physical characterisation of 3D printable, high resolution photo
polymer resin was conducted. Based on these results, an optimised
photopolymer resin of 7:3 (VP: PEGDA) was developed, with adequate
mechanical strength, reasonable polymerisation time and minimal
cytotoxicity. High resolution 3D printing of PMNP was achieved using
the optimised resin. Subsequently, in vitro characterisation of the
fabricated PMNP also demonstrated the ability to penetration skin and
to remain intact after compression. Together, with increased knowledge
on photopolymer optimisation, the advancements in 3DP technology
and availability of software such as Materialize Mimics® which enables
conversion of medical imaging scans to CAD models, 3D printing may
provide a viable approach for PMNP fabrication to enhance transdermal
delivery of AHP-3 for anti-wrinkle therapy in the future.
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